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ほ┣‶┇╃┾┚ ぬßけ┣┤ がßろ〉
 ぎゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┇ れゑ〈┤ Ä‶┇╃┾ろわ Äろゎ┈ま┣ゑわ┇ üい Äのú╄ぅ

┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ í ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

Ñßは┋ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇ £ろ┻┤ üい
 ┾ゑ┣あ┤ ô ∪┡┈┰╃┾わ┇ ñろい┋ £┙┤

 ┈だ┸í╄┚ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇ ñろいｷ ╋╃┽┇
┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ ぎゎ ┶』

ほわ ┵╄〈┤ ┡┈ぢßú┾óこほ┚╃┾┤ Äóみ┿ ┡┇╃┈┙┣┼┇

ぽ┽┈ゑわ┈┚ へ╄┣〉┇
╃┾の┤ ┈ゎ ╄┧み ┾óけ┣¨┤ が┈〈い ほみ┇╄┣〉┇ れóあけ┤ ñろい 《╄┸┇

üい ┡┈は┈┚ っゎ ぬßけ┣わ┇ ゐわ┈い く〈┣み┇
£わ┈ó┼ ╄あ¨┚ ┾┸┇í へ┇╄┣〉┈┚ ほ┣ろ┸╄ゎ ┽┇ßゎ っóゑ┰ ╋╃┽┇

 ╋╃┾┤ ┢げ┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ っ┚┈┤
╋╃┾わ┇ ぁ┙‒┤ が┈〈い ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

 るí┋ Äóげí╄┣まわô┇ ┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ れ┸
へ┇ß┣¨ゎ っこ╄┤ が┈〈い るí┌┚



ا〉ــــــــ』ـــــــــــ【ـــــــــــ′ــــــــ┬
Äó』┈┼ っゎ Ñßは┋ í Ñßは┋ ぎó┷わ┇ ┡╃┈』 ぽ╄み╀ゎ Ñßは┋

╀のぐゑわ┇Äú╃ßけわ┇ ぽ┾い┈¨ゑろわ

∪ ╀のぐゑわ┇ ßぐ〉
ほげßけろ┤ ┇╄óゎ┈ま┚ ┽ßみ╃┈┙わ┇ ┶¨ゎ┇

╀のぐゑわ┇ ん┇┾┻┣‶┇ Äのú╄ぅ ñろい き╄あ┤í

 ぽ┾ú┈こ ßぐ〉Äó』┈┻わ┈ぢ∪
 ╀のぐゑわ┇ ⊂ ぽ┽┈ゑわ┈┚ ぽ┾い┈¨ゎ ┭┈┣┷┤ ┈ゎ るí┋へ╀のぐó┚.

 ┶┤┈こ ┢ぐみ ┇┿┍ ぞóろい ぁお｠┇ í┋ がßけろ┣わ┇ ┇╄óゎ┈ま┚ ┽ßみ╃┈┙わ┇ ┶¨ゎ┇
┵╄〈わ┇ ßú┾óこ ほわ っろぃú í へ╅┈だ┰ ぎゎ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇.
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Unit 7

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Crude oil ぁけげん┈┼ Finite ┽í┾┷ゎ
Entirely ┈ëろみ Fossil fuel ┽ßはí¢╃ßけ┸┋

Fractional 

distillation
╄ëぃの┤£½ï╆┯┤ Polymer ╄ゑóわß┚

Refining Äëのぐ┤ Invisible £け┼

Megawatt
ぽ┾┸í╋┈óは

┆┈┚╄だまわ┇ Resolve れ┷ú

spoil ┾¨けú- ┗╄┻ú Actually £こっは┇ßわ┇
Appliance ╅┈だ┰£わ╆ぐゎ Breakdown れぃい
Generate ┾わßï┆┈┚╄だまわ┇ Last んí┾ú
Motoring ぽ┽┈óは┡┇╃┈ó¨わ┇ Strong ¢ßは
Asthma ß┚╃ Congestion ぬ┈ぐ┣┼┇¢╃í╄ゎ
Consult ╄ó〈┣¨ú Diminish れろのú- £け┻ú

End up with £だ┣ぐúぞ┚╄ゎô┇る Government Äゎßま┷わ┇
Hazardous ╄óぃ┼ Irreversible ôÄあ┰╃ぞóこ

Motorist ┾Ö┈はÄ┙み╄ゑわ┇ Procure れ『┷úñろい
Recently  †┇╄┼Çゎ Self-employed れゑあúぞ¨けぐわ

Smog ┗┈┙｠£げ┈┼┽ Squander ╃ ２╀┙ ０ú
Waste ┡┈ú┈けげ

MODULE 3

UNIT 7: POWER THE ALTERNATIVES
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Complete the following sentences as you are watching the video:

Q Oil is

Q The non-renewable (finite) sources of energy:

Q The renewable (infinite) sources of energy:

Q The disadvantages of wind power:

Q The disadvantages of wave power:

Q The disadvantages of solar power:

Q How to save energy at home:

Setbook:

Itｺs the main source of energy in Kuwait.

They could finish
They provide enough energy temporarily.
To be able to get them, pollution and environment destruction could be
caused.
Examples: oil, natural gas. Fossil fuel.

They donｺt finish.
They provide enough energy continuously.
Examples: wind power- solar power- wave power.

They spoil the countryside.

Not all countries have a strong sun all the time. Some countries are always
cloudy and foggy.

Itｺs dangerous for the ships and fish and could put tourists off.

We must switch off the lights when we leave the room.
We must switch and unplug all appliances when we are not using them.
We must not leave our phones and laptops overcharge.
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Share your car with others.
Replace the big cars with smaller cars that use less fuel.
Use one car if multiple people are going to the same place.

Smart Quizzes

Grammar:

Q How to save energy in cars:

IF Conditional

Q To form a sentence in the 1st conditional:

If + ________________---- _________ + _________

If the teacher _________, I _________ to her.

Q To form a sentence in the 2nd conditional:

If + _______________---- _________ + _________

If we _________ attention, we _________________ the lesson.

Q To form a sentence in the 3rd conditional:

If + ________________---- _________ + _________

If she ____________ her homework, she ______________ punished.

Q To form a sentence in the zero conditional:

If + ________________---- _________________

If you _________ water to 100 degrees, it. _________

present simple present simple 

heat boils

present simple will V(inf)

comes will talk 

past simple would V(inf)

paid would understand 

past perfect would have p.p

had written wouldnｺt have been 
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Äゃ┸üゎ

 ぉけ┸ ñわ┇ ┭┈┣┷┤ ┈だぐまわí ぽ┾い┈は ┢¨óわ ÄóÖ╆┯わ┇ ぜ╀ぢ-┤ £┣わ┇ ┡┈ゑろまわ┇ ぉけ┷げ £┤┌
 っゎstrong っゎ £┤┌┤ £┣わ┇ ┡┈ゑろまわ┇íheavy .. るí┾┯わ┇ £こ ┡ô┈┷わ┇ 》ó┻ろ┣┚ ┈ぐゑはí

£わ┈┣わ┇

Strong Heavy

Strong lights Äúßは ぽ┆┈｠┇

Strong coffee ぽ╆み╄ゎ ぽßだは

Strong smell Äúßは Ä┷Ö┇╃

Strong taste ¢ßは ゐあぅ

Strong sound £わ┈い ┡ß』

Strong wind Äúßは ┵┈ú╃

Strong waves Äóわ┈い ┭┇ßゎ┋

Strong athlete ¢ßは £｠┈ú╃

Strong breath  れúßぅ ′けげｷ
 ぽ┾ゑわ ′けぐわ┇ ′┙┸ ñろい ぽ╃┾は

Äろúßぅ

Strong opinion ¢ßは ¢┋╃

Strong influence ¢ßは ╄ó┨┌┤

Heavy work ぽ╄ó┧み る┈ゑい┋

Heavy traffic ┾ú┾〉 ん┈┸┽╅┇

Heavy fall ¢ßは をßの‶

Heavy fight くóぐい ╃┈┯〉

Heavy smoke くó┧み が┈┼┽

Heavy smoker  ぜ １╄ ◯〉 ぎ┼┾ゎｷ
ぎó┼┾┣わ┇ £こ を╄けú

Heavy meal Äゑ‶┽ Ä┙┰í

Heavy breathing ぬ┈ぐ┣┼┇

Heavy rain ぽ╄ú╆か ╃┈ぃゎ┋

Heavy snow Äけó┧み ┭ßろ┨

Heavy fog くó┧み ┗┈┙｠
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The Persuasive Essay:

Example 1:

Example 2:

One argument ｷ Persuade the reader

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : Do you know how charity benefits the society?

▪ thesis :

in this essay I will discuss how charity guarantees a balanced society by
giving the needy a better chance in life, and giving the donators a feeling of
satisfaction.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: charity gives the needy a better chance in life.

▪ Body 2: charity gives the donators a feeling of satisfaction.

Q Conclusion: in my opinion------------

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : many people nowadays shop online instead of going to malls.

▪ thesis :

shopping online has more shortcomings and people must be careful when
they shop online.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: the shortcomings of online shopping.

▪ Body 2: the precautions people must take while shopping online.

Q Conclusion: I advise people to-----------
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Writing Practice:

Q It has been predicted that the world will run out of oil in the next 50 years. 
In 12 sentences, write a persuasive essay persuading the reader about the 
importance of finding new sources of energy and the importance of saving 
energy meanwhile.
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Unit 8

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Suspension ┶┚┈みぽ╃┈ó¨わ┇ Contact lens ┡┈‶┾いÄの』ô

Windscreen wiper
┶‶┈ゎ┭┈┰╆わ┇

£ゎ┈ゎà┇ Cure-all ┭üいれまわ【┇╄ゎô┇

Currently  †┈óわ┈┸ Draw ┘┷¨úる┈ゎ
Gold-coated £ろぃゎ┘ぢ╀わ┈┚ Innovate ╄ま┣┙ú

Instantly  †┈ú╃ßこ Latest ┥┾┸à┇- ╄ó┼à┇
Micro-robot Äわ┏ぽ╄óお』 Nanoshell ┡┈ゑó¨┰ぽ╄óお』

Satnav ┢úô┈┣‶Ä┸üゎ Shock Äゎ┾』
Sophisticated ╃ßぃ┣ゎ †┇┾┰ Tumour ん╃í£げ┈ぅ╄‶

Bio-fuel ┽ßはí¢ßó┸ Implement ね┙ぃï
Obstacle ねÖ┈い Outlandish ┘ï╄かｷ ╄óかきßわ┌ゎ
Bifocal £Ö┈ぐ┨ぽ╃Ç┙わ┇ Frequent ╃╄ま┣ゎ

Instigate ╆ ２け┷ ０úｷ ¢┽Çúñわ┍ Legible ┆í╄のゎ
Obedient っóぃゎ Patient ╃ß┙』

Reputation Äあゑ‶ Software ┮ゎ┈げ╄┚
Spot が┈まゎ Anniversary Ñ╄み┿Äúßぐ‶

Heart rate
る┾あゎ┡┈┚╄｠

┘ろのわ┇ Recharge ぎ┷〈ú

Remind ╄ ２み ◯╀ ０ú Terminal ╅┈だ┰
Torso ょ╀┰ゐ¨┯わ┇ Transmit れのぐúｷ れ‶╄ú

Trespass Ñ┾あ┣úñろい Wearer ¢┾┤╄ゎ┗┈ó┧わ┇

MODULE 3

UNIT 8: THE POWER OF TECHNOLOGY
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Complete the following sentences as you are watching the video:

Q The advantages of technology:

Q The disadvantages of technology:

Q Todayｺs useful inventions:

Q Future inventions:

Setbook:

It makes life easier.
It helps us to do our work faster.
It has made travelling faster and safer.
It helped us to communicate with countries all over the world.

It could make you lazy and idle.
Using it too much can cause back, neck and vision problems.
It could make you isolated.
It makes you use your brain less when you overuse it.

Smart phones : they have everything from a calendar, a camera, a notepad-
---etc.
They enable us to connect with others online.
We can use it for emergencies.

Flying cars: it can drive away from obstacles.
It can fly overcrowded streets.
It uses bio-fuel to protect the environment.

Robots: it gets the housework done.
It looks over the house
It cooks for the family

Prefixes

Q UN- :

Grammar:

Unhappy
Untruthful
undo
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Q DIS- :

Disagree
Discomfort
dismount

Q Im- :

Q Ir- :

Q ill- :

Illegal
Illiterate
illogical

Immoral
Imperfect
impossible

Irrational
Irregular
irresistible

WISH

Q To express a regular wish:

Wish + _________

I wish I _________ up in a bigger city.

past simple

grew

Q To express regret:

Wish + ___________

I wish I _________ That shirt I saw yesterday.

past perfect

had bought 
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Modals

Q Can:

I can write my name with my eyes closed.
My father can hold his breath for 2 minutes.

Q To express criticism:

Wish + _________ / _________

I wish I _________ wake up earlier.

I wish our neighbors _________ stop that noise.

could would

could

would

Q (be) able to:

Q Could:

Q Should:

Q Would:

I could run faster when I was younger.
She could swim for a whole 30 minutes in the past.

You should do your homework since you have time.
You should buy that dress it looks nice on you.
You should always do your best at anything you do.

I would study if I had time.
If you listened, you will learn.
They would leave if the music stopped.

I will be able to solve this question if I do some research.
We have been able to break into the house to save those children.

Smart Quizzes
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The Persuasive Essay:

Example 1:

Example 2:

One argument ｷ Persuade the reader

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : Do you know how charity benefits the society?

▪ thesis :

in this essay I will discuss how charity guarantees a balanced society by
giving the needy a better chance in life, and giving the donators a feeling of
satisfaction.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: charity gives the needy a better chance in life.

▪ Body 2: charity gives the donators a feeling of satisfaction.

Q Conclusion: in my opinion------------

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : many people nowadays shop online instead of going to malls.

▪ thesis :

shopping online has more shortcomings and people must be careful when
they shop online.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: the shortcomings of online shopping.

▪ Body 2: the precautions people must take while shopping online.

Q Conclusion: I advise people to-----------
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Writing Practice:

Q Technology will change the way we live in the future. In 12 sentences, write 
a persuasive essay persuading the reader about the importance of 
investing in new technologies in schools and in hospitals.
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Unit 9

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Accounting Ä┙‶┈┷ゎ Barter 】ú┈のú
Confidentiality Äï╄‶ Economics ゐろい┽┈『┣はô┇

Insurance ぎëゎ┌┤ Invest ╄ゑ┧┣¨ï
Investment ╃┈ゑ┧┣‶┇ Loan 【╄は

Management ぽ╃┇┽┍ Transaction Äのけ』
Billionaire ╄ï┽╃┈ëろゎ Charitable れゑい¢╄ó┼

Inherit ┥╄ï Philanthropic れゑい¢╄ó┼
Tax return ╃┇╄は┍£┙ï╄｠ Auction ┽┇╆ゎ

Complimentary £げ┈┯ゎ Login れë┯¨┤るß┼┾わ┇
Shipping ぎ┷〉っÖ┈‒┚ Tax Ä┙ï╄｠
Affluent ¢╄┨ Evil ╄ï╄〉
Extinct 【╄のぐゎ Generosity ん╄み
Gross ┶┚╄ï Profit ┶┚╃

In this sense ┇╀ぺ┚ñぐあゑわ┇ Spur ┦┷ï- っ┯〈ú
Success ┵┈┯げ

MODULE 3

UNIT 9 : MONEY
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Q The importance of money:

Q Charity is:

Q Philanthropy is:

ｼMoney can buy happinessｽ:

Q Agree:

Q Disagree:

Q ｼMoney is the root of evilｽ. Discuss.

Setbook:

It helps us to buy everything we need.
We can support our families.
We can give it to those who are in need to provide them with better
chances in life.

Itｺs temporary help.
Needy people are given money or food.
Itｺs a short-term help because the money and food will finish.

Itｺs permanent help.
It means helping people to help themselves.
Needy people are given jobs and their children are provided with education.

Money can buy happiness if used in the right way. For example, we can use
money to support our family and friends. We can also donate mese oney
for the needy people. Doing these things will eventually make us feel
happy.

Money can buy things such as clothes and devices, but it canｺt buy feelings
such as happiness, love, comfort----etc. money can buy us things, but it
canｺt buy us friends or family.

Money can turn people against each other. Some families fight over money.
Money can make people greedy and selfish.
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Grammar

Itｺs ( adjective ) to ( verb ).

Q The qualities of a good bank manager:

As a bank manager, you need good communication skills. You must
be completely honest and trustworthy and be able to respect
confidentiality. It is also important that you are able to
demonstrate leadership qualities and to motivate staff to meet
targets. You must be able to handle a lot of complex information,
including monitoring accounts, loans and investments.

Good communication skills.
Honesty.
Trustworthiness.
Having leadership qualities.
Being able to handle information.

Q ｼMoney can make the world go roundｽ. Discuss

Money can change the world around us. With money we can exposed to
different experiences that can change and support our personalities.
With money countries guarantee development because they can invent and
import all the things that they need for improvement.

Q Itｺs _________ to _________ the world without money.

Q Itｺs _________ to _________ people working hard like you.

Q Itｺs _________ to _________ a friend.

Q Itｺs _________ to _________ old schoolmates

Q Itｺs _________ to _________ for English

hard imagine

great see

awful lose

interesting meet

easy study
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Reported Speech

Q The teacher said: ｼI teach grammar everydayｽ.

Q Fatma: ｼmy father travelled to London yesterdayｽ.

Q Emad: ｼI have never seen such a beautiful viewｽ.

Q He said: ｼsomeone here had stolen the moneyｽ.

Q The policeman: ｼI have been looking for the criminal since last yearｽ.

Q The lady: ｼI will buy this purse for my sisterｽ.

The teacher said that she taught grammar everyday.

Fatma said that her father had travelled to London the day before.

Emad said that he had never seen such a beautiful view

He said that someone there had stolen the money.

The policeman said that he had been looking for the criminal since the night
before.

The lady said that she would buy that purse for her sister.

Q He said: ｼshe is complaining about the noise that came from hereｽ.

He said that she was complaining about the noise that had come from
there.

Q They said: ｼwe were completing the project to give to our teacherｽ.

They said that they had been completing the project to give to their teacher.

Smart Quizzes
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The Persuasive Essay:

Example 1:

Example 2:

One argument ｷ Persuade the reader

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : Do you know how charity benefits the society?

▪ thesis :

in this essay I will discuss how charity guarantees a balanced society by
giving the needy a better chance in life, and giving the donators a feeling of
satisfaction.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: charity gives the needy a better chance in life.

▪ Body 2: charity gives the donators a feeling of satisfaction.

Q Conclusion: in my opinion------------

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : many people nowadays shop online instead of going to malls.

▪ thesis :

shopping online has more shortcomings and people must be careful when
they shop online.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: the shortcomings of online shopping.

▪ Body 2: the precautions people must take while shopping online.

Q Conclusion: I advise people to-----------
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Writing Practice:

Q Everyone needs money to buy their own needs. However,  the best things 
in life cannot be bought. In 12 sentences, write a persuasive essay 
persuading the reader that money isnｺt an end in itself and that money can 
be the root to all evil.
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Unit 10

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Composure ┆í┾ぢ Constancy ┡┈┙┨
Enjoin ┾〉╄úｷ ┦┷ú Gratefulness が┈ぐ┣ゎô┇

Injustice ゐろゅ Insolence Ä┸┈はí

Self-restrain ぁ┙｠′けぐわ┇ Chuckle
ほ┷‒ú┡ß『┚

】け┻ぐゎ
Firmly ぽßの┚ｷ ん╆┷┚ Fleet るßぃ‶┇
Retire ┾い┈の┣ú Border ┽í┾┸Äわí┾わ┇

Drop off れ １』ßú Pick up れのぐú┾┸┇Ä┙み╄ゑわ┈┚
Register れ┯¨ú Reload ┾óあúれóゑ┷┤
Set off ┋┾┙úÄろ┸╃ Smuggle ┗ ２╄ ◯だ ０ú
Sudden ¿┰┈けゎ Touch down ぁ┙だú
turn up ╄だゃú Crazily がßぐ┯┚

Dreadful ┆£‶ †┇┾┰ Emotive ╄ó┧ゎ╄い┈〈ゑろわ
knock off ぁの¨ú Monotonous れゑゎ
Overtake ╅í┈┯┣ú- ñぃ┻┣ú Recuperate ñこ┈あ┣ú
Stacks of Äゎßみぎゎ

MODULE 4

UNIT 10 : STORIES
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Q Why do we read stories?

Q What do we learn from stories?

Q Where do we get stories from?

Q Stories of the Holy Qurｺan?

Q Luqmanｺs pieces of advice to his son:

Used to

Setbook:

Grammar:

To enjoy our time.
To invest our time in something useful.

We learn from the other peopleｺs experiences.
We learn about other cultures.
We get information.
We learn language when we read in other languages.

The Holly Quran.
The library.
Storytellers.

Stories of the prophets.
Stories of the previous nations.

To pray.
To lower his voice when speaking.
To be respectful to others.
To enjoin whatｺs right and forbid whatｺs wrong.

I didnｺt use to wake up earlier than this.

Did you use to wake up earlier than this?

Q I _________ wake up earlier than this.used to 
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My father didnｺt use to work as a fireman

What did your father use to work as?

Q My father _________ work as a fireman.used to 

My sister didnｺt use to Practice gymnastics.

What did your sister use to Practice ?

Our cat didnｺt use to sleep for long hours.

Did your cat use to sleep for long hours?

Q My sister _________ Practice gymnastics.

Q Our cat _________ sleep for long hours.

used to 

used to 

Adverbs & Adjectives

Q The soldier defends his country _________

Q The girl looked so _________

Q The girl was walking _________

Q Good _________

Q Fast _________

Q The _________ soldier defends his country.

Q Late _________

Q Hard _________

brave

bravely

strange

strangely

well

fast

late

hard
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Prepositions

Q ON:

Q IN:

I was born on the 20th of November 2014.
I will visit my uncle on Sunday.
Put the books on the desk.
I forgot my wallet on the train.

I was born in November.
She graduated from school in 2015.
Put the books in the box.
We study in a nice classroom.

Smart Quizzes

Q AT:

Q BY:

Q BETWEEN:

Q AMONG:

I woke up at midnight.
Letｺs meet up at 2 oｺclock.
Iｺm at the university now.
We will meet at the national park later.

Our students come to school by the school bus.
Travelling by train is fun.
Iｺm standing by the grocery store.
The chair is by the desk.

The house is between the trees.

The house is among the trees.
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The Persuasive Essay:

Example 1:

Example 2:

One argument ｷ Persuade the reader

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : Do you know how charity benefits the society?

▪ thesis :

in this essay I will discuss how charity guarantees a balanced society by
giving the needy a better chance in life, and giving the donators a feeling of
satisfaction.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: charity gives the needy a better chance in life.

▪ Body 2: charity gives the donators a feeling of satisfaction.

Q Conclusion: in my opinion------------

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : many people nowadays shop online instead of going to malls.

▪ thesis :

shopping online has more shortcomings and people must be careful when
they shop online.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: the shortcomings of online shopping.

▪ Body 2: the precautions people must take while shopping online.

Q Conclusion: I advise people to-----------
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Writing Practice:

Q Reading is the food of the mind. In 12 sentences, write a persuasive essay 
persuading the reader about the importance of reading and the types of 
books that are useful for teenagers.
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Unit 11

Word Meaning Word Meaning

ASAP
£こょ╄‶┇┢はí

ぎまゑゎ Colleague れóゎ╅れゑい

Current £わ┈┸ Impromptu £わ┈┯┤╃┇- ¢ßけい
Rearrange ┾óあú┘ó┤╄┣わ┇ Starvation Äい┈┯ゎ
Unreliable ô┾ゑ┣あúぞóろい Urgent ¡╃┈ぅ
well sealed ねろお ０ゎん┈ま┸┎┚ Fasten ぁ┚╄ú

Homing
╃┽┈はñろいぽ┽ßあわ┇

ぞぐぅßゑわ Illegally れま〈┚╄óか£げßげ┈は

Instinct ぽ╆ú╄か Activate れ ２お〈 ０ú
Band ┽┽╄┤£い┇┿┍ Frequency ┽┽╄┤£い┇┿┇

conference call Äゑわ┈まゎÄóい┈ゑ┰ Deadline ┢はí£Ö┈だげ
Flash 】ゎßú(┡┇┆┈｠┇) Handy ┾óけゎ

Harmony ん┈┯¨げ┇ Hassle ┭┈い╅┇
Portable るßゑ┷ゎ- れのぐ┣ゎ Slide ねわ╆ぐú
Unlock れú╆úれけのわ┇ Upgrade ぎ ２̈ ┷ ０ú- ╃ ２ßぃ ０ú

Alarm ぞ┙ぐゎ answer phone
く┤┈ぢぞ┚╅┈だ┰┽╄わ┇

£わ~┇
Briefly ╃┈『┣┼┈┚- ╅┈┯ú┎┚ confident ね┨┇í

next of kin ┗╄は┋┗╃┈はà┇ Ring Äゑわ┈まゎ
Tone Äゑおげ Tutor ╋ ２╃┾ゎ£』ß『┼

MODULE 4

UNIT 11 : MESSAGES

Canceled
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Q Sending messages in the past:

Q Sending messages nowadays

Q What are homing pigeons?

Q Homing Pigeons:

Passive Voice

Q That teacher gives our class a quiz every week.

Q We play tennis here every Thursday.

Q My sister served dinner around 9 pm.

Q I completed many tasks without anyoneｺs help.

Grammar:

Canceled

Our class is given a quiz every week.

Tennis is played here every Friday.

Dinner was served around 9 pm.

Many tasks were completed without anyoneｺs help.
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Q The author had published a book before the war started.

Q The referee had started the match before I arrived.

Q I will prepare the reports for the manager.

Q That man can type 20 pages very fast without stopping.

Q Mona has to walk 3 kilometers everyday to stay fit.

Q Our teacher is explaining grammar.

Q The police were investigating the crime-scene.

Q My Ipad was showing weird messages.

Q I have written 20 invitation cards for everyone.

Q She has called the company recently.

Q Mona had to walk 3 kilometers everyday to stay fit.

Grammar is being explained.

The crime-scene was being investigated.

weird messages were being shown.

20 invitation cards have been written.

The company has been called recently.

a book had been published before the war started.

The match had been started before I arrived.

The reports will be prepared for the manager.

20 pages can be typed very fast without stopping.

3 kilometers has to be walked everyday to stay fit.

3 kilometers had to be walked everyday to stay fit.

Q The computer is processing the data.

The data is being processed.
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Q She has been counting the number of errors all morning.

Q I will wash all dishes after dinner service.

Q She is writing the meeting summary now.

Q My father was making a wooden box.

Q We have released the new video game in every store in the city.

Q They had filled the pool with water before the guests arrived.

I will have all dishes washed after dinner service

She is having the meeting summary written now

My father was having a wooden box made.

We have had the new video game released in every store in the city.

They had had the pool filled with water before the guests arrived.

She has been having the number of errors counted all morning.

Causative

Q I keep towels for the diners to clean their hands.

Q I examined the samples in the laboratory.

I have towels kept for the diners to clean their hands.

I had the samples examined in the laboratory.

Smart Quizzes
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Unit 12

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Aviation が┇╄óぅ coincide with
き┽┈『ú( ┺ú╃┈┣わ┈┚í┇

┾いßゑわ┇)
Exemplary £┰┿ßゑげ Gliding が┇╄óぃわ┇£い┇╄〈わ┇
Instructor ゐろあゎｷ ┿┈┣‶┋ Intensely Äこ┈┧ま┚ｷ ぽ┾〈┚

notably れま〈┚ぇß┷ろゎ Biplane
ぽ╄Ö┈ぅÄóい┈┚╃

Ä┷ぐ┰à┇
Landmark ゐ ◯ろあ ◯ゎ Plague ┘┙¨úれみ┈〈ゎ
Prejudicial ╄ １‒ ０ゎ Rusty ¡ １┾ ◯』

Transcontinental ╄┙い┡┇╃┈のわ┇ Acclaimed ╃ßだ〈ゎ
Attendant くó‒ゎが┇╄óぅ Cabin Äぐó┙みが┇╄óぅ

Confrontational £Ö┇┾ １い Corporation Äみ╄〉
Courteously ┗┽┌┚ Expression ╄ó┙あ┤(£だ┰í)

Mumble ゐ┣ゑ┣ú Resemble ぞ┚┈〈ú
Stern ん╃┈』 Stunned るßぢ╀ゎ

Altitude ょ┈け┤╃┇ Aviate ね ２ろ┷ ０ú

baby carriage Ä┚╄いれけぅ custom-built
ょßぐ『ゎ┘¨┸┘ろぅ

がß┚╆わ┇

Buzzing
┮い╆ゎｷ í┿┡ß』

£ぐóぐぅ Control ゐま┷┤

Co-pilot ┾い┈¨ゎ╃┈óぅ Endeavour るí┈┷ú
eye witness ┾ぢ┈〉がßóい Fog ┗┈┙｠

Headline が┇ßぐい£¨óÖ╃ Incident Ä┨┽┈┸
Radar ╃┇┽┇╃ Velocity Äい╄‶

voice-activated
れゑあúぎいねú╄ぅ

┡ß『わ┇ Take after ぞ┙〈ú

Take back ┾óあ┣¨ú Take out ┭╄┻úっゎ
Take over ╄ぃó¨úñろい

UNIT 12 : THE POWER OF NATURE
MODULE 4
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Q Piloting, is a job for men. Discuss.

Q Who is Muneera Buruki:

Q What are the advantages of being a pilot:

Q What are the disadvantages of being a pilot:

Q The risks of being a pilot:

IF Conditional

Q To form a sentence in the zero conditional:

Setbook:

Grammar:

Our society has always believed that piloting is a job for men. However,
women have recently proved that they have the ability to become pilots.

She is the first arab and Kuwaiti female pilot. Her achievement is
considered unusual because she managed to pursue her dream despite
living in a society that rejects it.

High salary.
High social position.
Travelling to many countries.
Learning about the other countriesｺ cultures and languages.

Itｺs a risky job.
Itｺs a huge responsibility.
Not being able to see your family and friends for a long time.

The plane could experience engine failure.
Sometimes the pilots will have to deal with weather changes.
Thereｺsa risk of having to deal with dangerous passengers.

If + ________________---- _________________

If you _________ water to 100 degrees, it. _________

present simple present simple 

heat boils
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Relative Clauses

The man, whose paintings were sold, is a famous artist.

Q Which / That: ________________________________________

Q Where: ____________________________________________

Q When:

Q Who :

Q Who: ________________________________________

Q Whose :

The man, who won the 1st place, is very talented.

The book, which my friend gave to me, is interesting.

The school, where I study, is a beautiful place.

That moment, when he presented the speech, was the best moment in his
life.

the artist, who painted at the gallery yesterday, sold all of his paintings very
quickly.

the girl, whose sister had gone missing mysteriously, went to the police.

Q To form a sentence in the 1st conditional:

If + ________________---- _________ + _________

If the teacher _________, I _________ to her.

Q To form a sentence in the 2nd conditional:

If + _______________---- _________ + _________

If we _________ attention, we _________________ the lesson.

Q To form a sentence in the 3rd conditional:

If + ________________---- _________ + _________

If she ____________ her homework, she ______________ punished.

present simple will V(inf)

comes will talk 

past simple would V(inf)

paid would understand 

past perfect would have p.p

had written wouldnｺt have been 

Q Whose: ____________________________________________
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Smart Quizzes

Q Which / That :

Q Where :

Q When :

The Connectors:

The map that I found in the car, is very dusty.
The I pad , which the teacher used, is pretty expensive.

The park, where I usually go, is being closed.
The carwash, where I usually wash my car at, is very expensive.

I remember the time when I met that famous singer for the first time.

▪ Your workplace is noisy, ______________ mine is nice and quiet.

▪ Your workplace is noisy. __________________ , mine is nice and quiet.

Q Instead of ｷ In comparison with: _________________

▪ ____________ eating at home, letｺs go to a restaurant.

▪ Kuwait is such a small country ________________ Saudi Arabia.

Q Whereas ｷ On the other hand: __________________

Q Although ｷ Though ｷ Even though ｷ In spite of the fact that :

_____________

▪ _________ she canｺt drive, she goes everywhere alone.

▪ He works hard ____________________ no one appreciates his work.

Full sentence

whereas

On the other hand 

n. / V (ing)

Instead of 

in comparison with 

full sentence

Although

in spite of the fact that 
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▪ __________ her inability to drive, she goes everywhere alone.

▪ He works hard _________ not being appreciated.

Q But ｷ yet ｷ nevertheless ｷ however: _______________

▪ She has knowledge, ________ she doesnｺt share it.

▪ My brother is very talented. __________ , he hates performing in front of

a lot of people.

Q Despite ｷ In spite of: ____________________________

Q Because ｷ since ｷ for ｷ as: __________________

▪ My father didnｺt go to the supermarket ___________ he was ill.

▪ We couldnｺt go fishing __________ the bad weather.

▪ We couldnｺt go fishing __________ the bad weather.

Q Because of ｷ Due to:

n. n.+ adj / V (ing) / being

Despite

in spite of 

full sentence

yet

However

full sentence

because

because of

due to 
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The Persuasive Essay:

Example 1:

Example 2:

One argument ｷ Persuade the reader

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : Do you know how charity benefits the society?

▪ thesis :

in this essay I will discuss how charity guarantees a balanced society by
giving the needy a better chance in life, and giving the donators a feeling of
satisfaction.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: charity gives the needy a better chance in life.

▪ Body 2: charity gives the donators a feeling of satisfaction.

Q Conclusion: in my opinion------------

Q Introduction: 

▪ Hook : many people nowadays shop online instead of going to malls.

▪ thesis :

shopping online has more shortcomings and people must be careful when
they shop online.

Q Body:

▪ Body 1: the shortcomings of online shopping.

▪ Body 2: the precautions people must take while shopping online.

Q Conclusion: I advise people to-----------
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Writing Practice:

Q Women have the power to achieve big things. In 12 sentences, write a 
persuasive essay persuading the reader that women have a great role in 
the society, and that they have the skills necessary to make great 
achievements.
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Summary Making:

Paraphrasing:

Changing words:

Q Climbing mountains is dangerous

Itｺs essential to remember your bank pin code.

Rearranging words:

you would apologize, If you cared.

in this competition, wanting to win is not enough.

Changing to passive:

Pineapples are used to make paper.

Engineers will fix the engines immediately if they fail.

What is NOT paraphrasing?

Q In addition, lack of sleep could cause loss of concentration.

First,
Second,
Next,
Finally,

Climbing mountains is risky.

Q Itｺs important to memorize your bank pin code.

Q If you cared, you would apologize.

Q wanting to win is not enough in this competition.

Q people use pineapples to make paper.

Q Engines will be fixed immediately if they fail.
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Practice:

Q What are the reasons for animal extinction?

Many animals have gone extinct because of so many reasons. Men
actions are well-known to be the major causes of animal
extinction. Men hunt animals for their meat, skin and sometimes to
sell their teeth or bones. Another thing man has been doing to
cause animal extinction is the destruction of the animalsｺ natural
habitat. People have been cutting trees to create lands for farming
and building. Moreover, the use of pesticides contributes to killing
animals. When animals feed on the plants which pesticides were
used on, they either get ill or die. Pollution plays a vital role in
animal extinction as well. Although biologists have been unable to
isolate a single cause for the recent rapid decline in numbers and
extinctions of many species, it spears that much of it is due to
pollution.

one of the major reasons for animal extinction is pollution. The use of
pesticides is also known to be why many animals die or get ill. In addition,
people hunt animals for different reasons which can cause them to be
extinct. Another thing people do to kill animals irresponsibly is when they
cut the trees and destroy the animalsｺ homes.
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Focus On

Q The National assembly building has become a symbol of political 
representation within Kuwait and an important icon for Kuwaiti citizens. 
The building houses Kuwait's National Assembly, otherwise known as the 
Majlis Al-Umma or House of the nation. It is an especially important 
building as it houses called parliament, the only parliament in the gulf.

The building also houses the offices of Kuwait's leading politicians. 
Members of the public can even go to hear parliament in session and 
translation is available for those who don't speak Arabic. These sessions 
are extremely interesting for anyone who wants to learn about the 
governmental processes of Kuwait and reflect the open nature of Kuwait's 
legislative body. 

 Äげßのú┇ ┶┙』┇ ┢ゑみ ┢úßまわ┇ £こ £‶┈ó¨わ┇ れó┧ゑ┣ろわ ╆ゎ╃ Äゎô┇ ′ろ┯ゎ ┶┙』┇
 £┣úßまわ┇ が┈ゑわ╄┙わ┇ ñぐ┙ゑわ┇ ぎ‒┣┷ú ぎóó┣úßまわ┇ ぎóぐぅ┇ßゑろわ ,┚ き╄あú ┈ゑみ í┇ ′ろ┯ゑ

 ßぢí £┣úßまわ┇ が┈ゑわ╄┙わ┇ ぎ‒┣┷ú ぞげ┇ ┦ó┸ ゐだゎ ñぐ┙ゎ ぞげ┇ Äゎô┇ ┢ó┚ í┇ Äゎô┇
 ┮óろ┻わ┇ £こ ┾ó┸ßわ┇ が┈ゑわ╄┙わ┇

 ぎú╅╃┈┙わ┇ ぎóó┣úßまわ┇ ぎóó‶┈ó¨わ┇ ┘┤┈まゎ ┈‒ú┋ ñぐ┙ゑわ┇ ぎ‒┣┷ú ,ろわ ぎまゑúÄゎ┈あ (
┘あ〈わ┇ ) が┈ゑわ╄┙わ┇ ┡┈¨ろ┰ Äあ┚┈┣ゑわ ┗┈ぢ╀わ┇ ,┨┾┷┣ú ô ぎú╀ろわ ぽ╄こß┣ゎ Äゑ┰╄┣わ┇í がß

 ¢ßだ┣¨┤ ┡┈¨ろ┯わ┇ ぜ╀ぢ Äó┚╄あわ┇ (┘ぃの┣¨┤ ) ぎい ゐろあ┣わ┈┚ ┘か╄ú 》┻〉 ¢┋
 ┢úßまわ┇ £こ Äóゎßま┷わ┇ ┡┇┆┇╄┰▲┇ ,úßまわ┇ £あú╄〈┣わ┇ ┾¨┯わ┇ Äあó┙ぅ ′まあ┤ ┈ゑみ£┣  .
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

がßまú Is / am / are Was / were been

┶┙『ú Become Became Become

┋┾┙ú Begin Began Begun

┗╄‒ú Beat Beat beaten

£ぐ┷ぐú Bend Bent Bent

】あú Bite Bit Bitten

┺けぐú Blow Blew blown

き╆ぐú Bleed Bled bled

╄¨まú Break Broke Broken

╄‒┷ú Bring Brought Brought

っú╀ú Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast

¢╄┣〈ú Buy Bought Bought

£ぐ┙ú Build Built Built

ぬ╄┷ú Burn Burnt Burnt

┽┈ぃ『ú Catch Caught Caught

╃┈┣┻ú Choose Chose Chosen

£┤┌ú Come Came Come

くろまú Cost Cost Cost

っぃのú Cut Cut Cut

れあけú Do Did Done

ほろゑú Have Had Had

ゐ‶╄ú Draw Drew Drawn

ゐろ┷ú Dream Dreamt Dreamt

┗╄〈ú Drink Drank Drunk

┽ßのú Drive Drove Driven

IRREGULAR VERBS  る┈あこà┇ くú╃┈『┤-
IRREGULAR VERBS くú╃┈『┤る┈あこà┇-
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

╄け┷ú Dig Dug dug

┡ßゑú Die Died Died

れみ┌ú Eat Ate Eaten

ぁの¨ú Fall Fell Fallen

╄あ〈ú Feel Felt Felt

┗╄だú Flee Fled fled

ゐあぃú Feed Fed fed

╄け┷ú Dig Dug dug

╄┰┈〈┣ú Fight Fought Fought

┾┯ú Find Found Found

′‶Çú Found Founded Founded

╄óぃú Fly Flew Flown

ñ¨ぐú Forget Forgot Forgotten

ñろい れ『┷ú Get Got Got

┶ゎ┈¨ú Forgive Forgave Forgiven

┾ゑ┯ú Freeze Froze Frozen

┘ぢ╀ú Go Went Gone

£ぃあú Give Gave Given

 ßゑぐú\ょ╃╆ú Grow Grew Grown

ねろあú Hang Hung Hung

っゑ¨ú Hear Heard Heard

¿┙┣┻ú Hide Hid Hidden

┗╄‒ú Hit Hit Hit

ほ¨ゑú Hold Held Held

ゐわÇú Hurt Hurt hurt

£の┙ú Keep Kept Kept

き╄あú Know Knew Known

ゐろあ┣ú Learn Learnt Learnt
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

 れ┸╄ú\へ╄┣ú Leave Left Left

╄óあú Lend Lent lent

┶ゑ¨ú Let Let let

 †┈┙げ┈┰ っ‒ú Lay Laid Laid

£のろ┣¨ú Lie Lay Lain

┗╀まú Lie Lied Lied

┆£‒ú Light Lit lit

っó‒ú Lose Lost Lost

 れあ┯ú\っぐ『ú Make Made Made

£ぐあú Mean Meant Meant

£の┣ろú Meet Met Met

っこ┾ú Pay Paid Paid

っ‒ú Put Put Put

┢┙┧ú Prove Proved Proved/proven

┘┷¨ぐú Quit Quit Quit

┋╄のú Read Read Read

┘み╄ú Ride Rode Ridden

が╄ú Ring Rang Rung

 ┾あ『ú\£の┤╄ú Rise Rose Risen

】み╄ú Run Ran Run

るßのú Say Said Said

Ñ╄ú See Saw Seen

っó┙ú Sell Sold Seen

れ‶╄ú Send Sent Sent

╆だ┯ú Set Set set

ぁó┻ú Sew Sewed Sewn

╆だú Shake Shook Shaken



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

 ぁは┈¨┣ú( í┇ ╄あ〈わ┇
╄┯〈わ┇ ぬ┇╃í┋) Shed Shed Shed

っゑろú Shine Shone Shone

╄だゃú Show Showed Shown

ねろおú Shut Shut shut

£ぐおú Sing Sang Sung

ぬ╄おú Sink Sank Sunk

′ろ┯ú Sit Sat Sat

ん┈ぐú Sleep Slept Slept

┥┾┷┣ú Speak Spoke Spoken

£‒のú Spend Spent Spent

 ┌┯だú( き╄┸ ┋╄のú
き╄┸) Spell Spelt Spelt

┘ま¨ú Spill Spilt Spilt

╃í┾ú Spin Spun spun

╄〈┣ぐú Spread Spread spread

くのú Stand Stood Stood

ゐだけú Understand Understood Understood

ぬ╄¨ú Steal Stole Stolen

ね『┣ろú Stick Stuck Stuck

 《╄のú\っ¨ろú Sting Stung Stung

 Ä┷Ö┇╃ ぞぐゎ ┵ßけ┤
Äだú╄み Stink Stank Stunk

ねあ『ú Strike Struck Struck

┶┙¨ú Swim Swam Swum

ん╃ß┣ú Swell Swelled Swollen

┶┰╃┌┣ú Swing Swung swung

ゐ〈ú Smell Smelt/smelled Smelt/smelled

╀┼┌ú Take Took Taken

ゐろあ ０ú Teach Taught Taught



Äîîゅßîけî┷îゎ ぬßîîのîî┷îîîわ┇ っîóîゑî┰

ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

╄┙┻ú Tell Told Told

ぬ╆ゑú Tear Tore Torn

╄まけú Think Thought Thought

£ゎ╄ú Throw Threw Thrown

îわ っ‒┻ú Undergo Underwent undergone

ぉのó┣¨ú Wake up Woke up Woken up

¢┾┤╄ú Wear Wore Worn

┘┣まú Write Wrote Written

╅ßけú Win Won Won


